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1 Introduction 
 
The EUROPEAN MOVEMENT INTERNATIONAL (EMI) is a non-profit association whose main 
objective is to contribute to the establishment of a united, federal Europe founded on the 
principles of peace, democracy, liberty, solidarity, and respect for basic human rights. 
The European Movement brings together a large spectrum of organisations, including National 
Councils (39), International Associations (34) and Supporting Members (3).  
 
The EMI members are united through a network that allows the European Movement to fulfil its 
role as a promoter of active participation of citizens and civil society organisations. This wide 
and diversified membership is allowed through the initial choice made to welcome all types 
of cultural, political, economic and social orientations at the heart of the European Movement. 
 
The EMI Work Plan for 2015 will include three general types of actions: Statutory Activities 
(Federal Assembly, Members Council and Board Meetings); Networking and Capacity-Building 
Activities; and Content-based and/or Project-oriented Activities. 
 
Following the success of the membership policy in the past few years, in 2015 the EMI will 
continue to strengthen its network through an active strategy of new members’ recruitment. 
This plan clearly focuses on increasing the support base of the EMI and its ability to reach out to 
more citizens through further organized civil society sectors across Europe. 
 
In order to fulfil its objectives, the EMI will seek to find the correct balance between promoting 
the active involvement of civil society organisations through the promotion of civil dialogue at 
the European level, and the active participation of European citizens through activities oriented 
towards the general public (with the involvement of the EM National Councils). As in past years, 
the main objective will be to narrow the gap between citizens and the European Institutions 
through an enhanced communication strategy that involves civil society (and particularly the 
EMI network) as an interface between the two. 
 
The European Movement’s debate will be lead in line with the five Priorities set up by the 
European Council within the framework of Strategic Agenda for the Union in Times of Change, 
thus focus on:  jobs, growth and competitiveness;  affordable, secure and green energy within a 
prospective Energy Union with a forward-looking climate policy; enhanced freedom, security 
and justice policies, with a special emphasis on migration, fight with crime and terrorism as well 
as fostered international judicial cooperation; the Union’s position as a strong global actor, not 
only in relations to the Neighbourhood, but through engagement with the EU strategic partners 
and deeper involvement in security policy. Most of all, the European Movement will follow the 
priority of Union that empowers and protects all citizens, ensuring best perspectives for civil 
dialogue, enhancing the transparency and quality of the consultation processes, and raising 
public awareness of European issues and policy debates, especially in light of the result of the 
European Elections in May 2014, which faced the raise of far right parties and exhibited citizens’ 
doubts about the substance of the European Union. The year to come, with the freshly elected 
Parliamentary term and the new College of Commissioners, create the right momentum to 
implement reforms and re-create the civic faith in the European Project. 
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2 Statutory Activities 
 
In 2015, the EMI will convene one meeting of its Federal Assembly, one meeting of its Members' 
Council and four meetings of its Board. 

 
2.1 Federal Assembly 
 
The 2015 meeting of the Federal Assembly (FA) will take place in Latvia, on the occasion of the 
Latvian Presidency of the Council of the European Union – in April 2015, thus within the 6 
months following the Federal Assembly in Rome (28-29 November 2014). It will gather around 
100 delegates from all over Europe, representing the EMI Members, its Board, staff and external 
guests. Apart from the statutory procedures, which will include the election of the EMI Secretary 
General, it is planned, that the FA would be joined by a high level conference on several Eastern 
Neighbourhood aspects. Possibilities of exchanges with decision makers in Latvia on key EU 
issues after the EP elections and the EC approval are planned. 

  
2.2 Members' Council 
 
The 2015 meeting of the Members' Council (MC) will take place on 27 November 2015 
in Brussels. It will gather around 75 delegates coming from all over Europe, representing the 
EMI Members, its Board, staff and external guests. 

 
2.3 Board Meetings 
 
The EMI Board will meet four times in 2015 and the meetings’ dates will be later defined. 
The Board meetings are to be attended by the Board members and supported by few staff 
members. 
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3 Networking and Capacity-Building Activities 
 
The EMI Network is currently composed by 74 Member Organisations, including 38 National 
Councils, 33 International Associations and 3 Supporting Members. Considering the network as 
a whole, we still need to take into consideration important disparities regarding the size and 
capacities of respective Members: some of them are already at a very advanced stage concerning 
the structure, resources and capacities, whilst others are still in a developing phase, trying to 
grow and consolidate their activities, as well as organisational structures. The EMI will maintain 
its efforts to attract new Members by developing target group-oriented actions; but in 2015 it 
will also focus on strengthening the capacities of the already existing ones. The EMI shall do so 
by organising opportunities for exchange among the European associations, trainings, regional 
cooperation projects and other capacity-building opportunities aimed at the National Councils. 
The EMI Secretariat dedicates its work-power equally to all Members and, likewise, focuses both 
on political communication and political representation. 

 
3.1. General remarks, meetings and events 
 
In 2015, the EMI will work to keep constant contact with its civil society partners in order to 
further develop co-operation as well as strive to develop new partnerships facilitating the 
network, especially in the regions where the cooperation is still underdeveloped or non-existent. 
The aim of the EMI is to develop itself as an essential aggregating pole of European-minded civil 
society, both at the national and pan-European levels. In order to fulfil this objective, our 
organisation has to build upon its reputation while improving its image and efficiency as a space 
for dialogue, exchange and co-operation. In that perspective, the EMI will also keep developing 
its communication tools, which are crucial for both visibility and capacity-building. In that 
perspective, the EMI has undertaken a revision of its website in 2014 in order to develop a new 
integrated model and a new frame to disseminate more information about the activities and 
statements supported by its Member Organisations. In 2015 and the following years, all National 
Councils will be actively solicited by the EMI in order to contribute and to become an active part 
of this new platform.   
Furthermore, the EMI will raise its attractiveness by providing instruments exclusively available 
to its Members. 
 
In 2015 the EMI will continue to organise briefing events, conferences and seminars on 
diverse European topics in line with the current European agenda, not only in Brussels, but also 
Europe-wide, in cooperation with its National Councils. Those events have proven to be very 
successful, both in terms of content and attendance. While bringing together representatives of 
the European Institutions and Civil Society Organisations, the EMI briefings allow for debates 
around new ideas for Europe and discussing the role of civil society in the context of 
participatory democracy in different areas of policy making. Those activities are also a powerful 
instrument for attracting new members. The visibility they offer to the EMI shows the 
importance of such events in the current European context. 
 
Likewise, and building up on the success of the previous editions, the EMI will organise its yearly 
Heads of Office Meeting in October 2015. The meeting targets individuals in charge of the 
daily management of the EMI Members: General Secretaries, Executive Directors, Presidents or 
Board Members. The main purpose of the event is to share experiences and good practices in 
order to improve the Members’ internal co-operation, but also their relations to the European 
Institutions.  
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Last but not least, and in order to promote a good and fluid communication between the 
Members, EMI Board and Secretariat, regular contacts with the European Associations will 
be further exercised, the EMI-Wiki will be updated, promoted and coordinated by the 
Secretariat, and visits to the National Councils will be planned and conducted by Board and/or 
Secretariat Members. 
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3.2. EMI Training Academy 
 
A one-week annual session of the EMI Training Academy will take place in Brussels. It will 
focus on capacity building activities, visits to all the EU institutions and meetings with European 
professionals. For 2015 the EMI will also suggest 3 possible additional sessions (ex.: February, 
June, September) based on the principle of rolling registration. Tailor-made trainings will 
continue to be organised upon request (prospective cooperation with the Université St-Louis-
Bruxelles and Lomonosov Moscow State University). Trainings organized with the European 
Teachers Association will take place, with the EMI taking care of the logistics of the 10-day 
seminars (Brussels, Strasbourg, Luxembourg). 
 
EMI Training Academy’s Alumni will decide upon organising its annual meeting in one of the 
European countries; an informal weekend aimed at networking and visiting new cultural 
environment. The Alumni will continue to benefit from privileged invitations to closed EMI 
events. 
 
Launched in 2014, Webinars for EMI network on different topics of interest will be organised. 
The number of EMI Webinars open to the public (students, professionals etc.) is still to be 
defined, but the EMI aims at organising at least 2 within the Training Academy. 
 
The partnership with the Spanish University CEPADE on their on-line academy will be further 
developed. It will be an on-line bilingual (Spanish-English) academy on European affairs 
targeting first Erasmus students, and then reaching out to others. The EMI Training Academy 
will be responsible for promotion of the venture and providing lecturers and other support 
where necessary. The European Movement in Spain is also involved, bringing its active support 
in the country, as well as JEF and ESN. The idea is to develop this project across Europe and later 
include other universities in different countries. 
 
The EMI Training Academy will also be involved in developing the Europe @School 
Programme initiated by the European Movement in Germany to a pan-European level. 
 
EMI Training Academy’s Communications: newsletter - continued development of the database 
and involvement of alumni in writing articles; Facebook and Twitter – active promotion of 
activities, website development and new logo design. 
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4 Content-based and/or Project-oriented Activities 
 
Most of the content-based activities will be developed by, or at least originate from the work of 
the three Political Committees, which for the year 2015 have been restructured in line with EMI 
Strategic Priorities. These Political Committees will meet in the fringes of the Statutory Meetings 
and whenever deemed necessary, and are open to all the Members. Whenever possible, the 
Political Committees will cooperate and/or initiate projects which are relevant to more than one 
of them. Other than these, transversal projects such as the Europe Day will also be developed 
and implemented in cooperation with the Members who are interested and wish to contribute. 

 
4.1 EMI Political Committee on More Democracy, Citizens’ Rights and 
Freedom 
 
The EMI Political Committee on More Democracy, Citizens’ Rights and Freedom will work on 

improving the EU democratic governance and a possible relaunch, promoting the 

implementation of participatory democracy, involvement of representative associations and civil 

society organisations and  and renewal of citizens’ initiatives in policy making processes. 

 

The EMI will continue to coordinate Europe+ Civil Society for the Renewal of European 

Democracy, an alliance made of more than 40 European organisations. After its successful 

launch on 8 July 2014, EMI will keep on mobilising Europe+ members to strengthen the 

European debate and “civil dialogue” with EU institutions and to work towards a constructive 

regeneration of the European project. EMI will organise plenary and steering committee 

meetings, as well as coordinate the work of the communications task force. EMI will develop 

adequate multi-level instruments to communicate the aims and actions of Europe+. The PC will 

offer members of Europe+ which are not (yet) members of EMI an observer status.  

 

 

 The scope of the initiative is the enforcement of implementation of existing Treaty’s provisions 

or introducing changes to the Treaty through a Convention where necessary; working together 

for positive democratic change in the EU through the active and better involvement of citizens.  

  

The PC will endeavour on consolidating the Freedom of Movement while addressing the need for 

a Common European Migration Policy, protecting fundamental rights and fighting against 

discrimination and achieving proper and reliable Data Protection., as well as the freedom of 

assembly and association. In that framework, the PC will elaborate on how to foster political and 

legal instruments in order to safeguard the rule of law in the European Union. 

 

The PC will develop a position on informal trilogues which are more and more used to substitute 

the EU’s normal legislative procedure, making it less accessible for representative associations 

and civil society organisations to participate in the process. 
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The PC shall foster democracy also Europe wide. Togehter with PC “Europe in the World” will 

deal with the European Dimension of democracy and civil rights in accession countries and 

other Council of Europe countries and Belarus.  

 

4.2 EMI Political Committee on Jobs, Competitiveness and Sustainable 
Growth 
 

The EMI Political Committee on Jobs, Competitiveness and Sustainable Growth will be actively 

involved in promoting the European Social Model, deepening and strengthening the Economic 

and Monetary Union, as well as activities revolving around completing the Single Market. It will 

actively support actions leading to creating greater employment opportunities in post-crisis 

Europe. Concurrently, the PC will focus on fostering industrial competitiveness and improving 

the business environment. Developing and fully implementing the Digital Agenda constitutes yet 

another priority. 

A key aim will therefore be to come up with ideas to focus on ways to restore growth and trust, 

with a particular emphasis on the future economic governance of the EU. 

Insofar as the committee can pick up on the work of the previous committee on Economic and 
Social Affairs, sustainable development is set to be a clear area of focus. The Committee will 
promote the work of the New Deal for Europe Campaign until March 2015, and thereafter will 
continue work towards creating a Special European Plan for Sustainable Development and 
Employment.’ A new area of focus, crucial for future development, will be tackling youth 
unemployment. The committee will analyse the European Commission’s ideas to deepen social 
integration and identify major employment and social problems in the framework of the 
European Semester, with an emphasis on social imbalances and removing barriers to job 
mobility. The committee will continue the formula used in the 2014 EMI Civil Society TTIP 
Debates, which attracted many big names and united several EM National Councils in a common 
project, in order to focus on a different area of concern: continuing the EMI’s work on the EU 
Energy Strategy. With this in mind, the EMI will be involved in monitoring European energy 
policy, Russian gas supply to Europe in light of recent crises, the shale gas revolution and 
renewable sources. Further areas of interest will include, responses to the TTIP trade deal and 
what this means for increased fossil fuel exports to Europe; developing energy fields in the 
Eastern Mediterranean, South Caucasus and Eastern Asia.  
 
Furthermore the Political Committee should also focus on the European Dimension in education. 
To mediate the European dimension in all areas of life and for all citizens is an important 
objective for all European actors. Therefore, the European education of schoolchildren is an 
integral part of the educational canon but only in some member states, guaranteed by decisions 
of the ministries of education. EMI is committed to strengthening the European dimension in the 
educational systems of the EU member states. In order to allow its National Councils to take part 
in pan-European school projects (e.g. “Europe At School”) and to improve European school 
education in this way, EMI will pursue mandatory “Europe in the classroom” lessons in all EU 
member states as a long-term political goal. As a first step, together with its National Councils, 
the EMI will compile a comparative overview on the diverse national frameworks for European 
school education in the EU member states. EMI will afterwards examine, whether (despite 
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existing European policy restrictions) the EU member states can be obliged to a greater 
involvement in the school-based mediation of the European dimension via the European level. If 
this appears to be possible, EMI will develop a lobbying strategy in the following years. 
 
The committee will also work to protect the environment and fighting against Climate Change. In 
Particular the committee will follow the 21st Conference of the Parties on Climate Change 2015, 
to be held in Paris, and will look at ways to follow up these conclusions. With this new focus in 
mind, the committee will be involved in actively lobbying to increase the EU’s emissions 
reduction targets and will also prioritise building partnerships to help target sustainability of 
agriculture and fisheries.  
 

4.3 EMI Political Committee “Europe in the World” 
 
The EMI Political Committee “Europe in the World” will actively monitor the work of the 
European External Action Service and contribute to the shaping of an EU Foreign Policy and 
supporting the activities of the European Year of Development 2015. 

 
The PC will continue on monitoring the EU Enlargement policy and supporting the European 
agenda of candidate and potential candidate countries. Through its wide scope of work in the 
region, which includes a plethora of diverse project partnerships, the PC will actively follow-up 
on the advancements of the Western Balkans and Turkey EU accession process. 
 
Building up on the success of the EMI Montenegro Congress (21-23 November 2013), in 2014 
the Foreign Affairs Committee has launched preparations for the next Congress for the candidate 
and potential candidate countries, which will take place in Serbia, Belgrade, in June 2015, jointly 
hosted by the EM in Serbia and EMI.  
 
Another goal of the PC in 2015 is the reinforcement of the EU Neighborhood Neighbourhood 
Policy, with a special focus on developing the perspectives of the Eastern Partnership countries, 
and revamping the dialogue with Russia. Further to the Association Agreements signed by the 
EU with Georgia, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine on 27 June 2014, the PC will closely 
monitor the policy developments in the above mentioned countries and support their progress 
on the European path. In light of the events of 2014, including pro-European protests, 
governmental change and Russian annexation of Crimea, Ukraine positions itself amongst the 
priorities of the PC for the year to come, especially in relation to the EMI mission to Ukraine 
which took place in March 2014, new partnerships established then and attempts to create the 
European Movement Ukraine launched. The PC will also actively continue its Armenia-
Azerbaijan Dialogue over the settlement of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict within the framework 
of EMI Tbilisi Process started in 2012. 

 
The PC will promote pursuing open and fair trade and investment negotiations with partners 
such as the USA, Canada, Japan, India and other emerging economies. The transatlantic relations 
will continue to be of great interest of the PC after the two rounds of successful TTIP debates 
organised in 2014 Europe-wide, with a focus on the involvement of the civil society in the 
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Agreement being negotiated with the USA and transatlantic 
policy monitoring. 
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Enhancing an effective Common Security and Defense Policy will be another area of interest for 
the participants to this PC. Finally, this working group will also lead the discussions around 
prioritising the external dimensions of Migration and of Energy policies.   
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5. Project-oriented Activities 
 
5.1. Training Academy 

A one-week annual session of the EMI Training Academy will take place in 
Brussels. It will focus on capacity building activities, visits to all the EU 
institutions and meetings with European professionals. For 2015 the EMI will 
also suggest 3 possible additional sessions (ex.: February, June, September) based 
on the principle of rolling registration. Tailor-made trainings will continue to be 
organised upon request (prospective cooperation with the Université St-Louis-
Bruxelles and Lomonosov Moscow State University). Trainings organized with 
the European Teachers Association will take place, with the EMI taking care of 
the logistics of the 10-day seminars (Brussels, Strasbourg, Luxembourg). 
 
EMI Training Academy’s Alumni will decide upon organising its annual meeting 
in one of the European countries; an informal weekend aimed at networking and 
visiting new cultural environment. The Alumni will continue to benefit from 
privileged invitations to closed EMI events. 
 
Launched in 2014, Webinars for EMI network on different topics of interest will 
be organised. The number of EMI Webinars open to the public (students, 
professionals etc.) is still to be defined, but the EMI aims at organising at least 2 
within the Training Academy. 
 
The partnership with the Spanish University CEPADE on their on-line academy 
will be further developed. It will be an on-line bilingual (Spanish-English) 
academy on European affairs targeting first Erasmus students, and then reaching 
out to others. The EMI Training Academy will be responsible for promotion of the 
venture and providing lecturers and other support where necessary. The 
European Movement in Spain is also involved, bringing its active support in the 
country, as well as JEF and ESN. The idea is to develop this project across Europe 
and later include other universities in different countries. 
 
The EMI Training Academy will also be involved in developing the Europe 
@School project Programme initiated by the European Movement in Germany 
to a pan-European level. 
 
EMI Training Academy’s Communications: newsletter - continued development 
of the database and involvement of alumni in writing articles; Facebook and 
Twitter – active promotion of activities, website development and new logo 
design. 

 
 
5.2. EMI Transnational Activities, open to all Members  
 
Among the added values that the EMI brings to its Members is the possibility to take part in 
transnational, pan-European activities and projects, and the exchange of best practices. The EMI 
Secretariat supports its National Councils and International Associations in establishing 
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transnational cooperation, e.g. by suggesting initiatives, providing support in the application for 
grants or the implementation of projects, also as co- or leading applicants for calls. Projects that 
illustrate and emphasize the aspects of pan-European co-operation and best practices’ exchange 
will therefore continue to be developed, whenever possible, in 2015. 

Other than these, transversal projects such as the Europe Day will also be 
developed and implemented in cooperation with the Members who are interested and wish to 
contribute. 

 
   

5.2.1. 9 May–Europe Day 2015 
Once again, the European Movement International will commemorate the 
anniversary of the Schuman Declaration on 9 May 2015. In close cooperation 
with its Members, and with the support of the European Commission, the EMI 
will develop a wide range of activities involving many citizens all over the 
continent. 2015 was officially designated as European Year for Development, 
thus this team is suggested as a leading motif for the 2015 Europe Day activities. 
 
In order to reach out to even more citizens, the EMI will seek the support of many 
local, national and European partners with the objective of bridging the gap 
between citizens and the European institutions. The use of a common visual 
identity and materials will also help the EMI to increase the European dimension 
of the events and to give more visibility to the celebrations. Moreover, in an effort 
to strengthen the network, several meetings (physical and/or via Skype) will be 
organised prior to the celebrations to build up a common strategy of action and 
exchange material and good practices. 
 
 

 

5.2.2. Europe at School 
While in the past 30 countries have been taking part in that pan-European 
project, today only Croatia, Greece, Latvia, Czech Republic and Germany are still 
actively involved. Unfortunately, after the EU funding was suspended in 2005, 
most countries were forced to end their participation in the competition. In a new 
attempt, EMI seeks to re-establish this educational initiative as a valuable 
measure to raise awareness about Europe among the younger generations. One 
of the oldest competitions for pupils in Europe is run by EM Germany where for 
over 60 years, hundreds of thousands pupils have been working on European 
history, culture, values and policies.   

 
 

5.2.3.  Revitalising the "Woman of Europe" Award   
EMI seeks to revitalise its international networks to Women’s organisations – via 
members such as interested National Councils and the Association of Women of 
Southern Europe, but also to representative federations at EU level as the 
European Women’s Lobby – in order to foster civic commitment to the "Woman 
of Europe" Award, originally an EMI supported project that is now only running 
in few Member States. 
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